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Student safety concerns
BY TARA DIXON
Senior News Writer

The same evening the non-students initiated an incident with a
group of Xavier students residing
Over the past couple of· weeks on the 900 block of.Dana Avenue.
there have been incidents occurring
Similar incidents also occurred
off-campus that have raised ques-· · on the nights of Sept. 14, and Sept.
tions concerning student safety.
15, that eventually escalated to
A group of 10-15 non-students verbal and physical threats by the
has been initiating incidents with non-students who were armed with
Xavier students on the 900 and bricks.
1009 blocks ·of Dana Avenue.
Students are urged to be extra
The non-students are similarly cautious in light of recent events.
dressed and range in .age from 13"Don't walk off~campus - take
17 years old.
shuttles. If you see an altercation,
Various incidents have taken don't get involved.
place over the past three to four
"If you see non-students in
weeks, but in the past ten to four- groups verbally harassing people,
teen days the incidents have esca- do not e~gage with them. Call the
lated to violence.
police immediately. That goes for
A group of Xavier s~udents on Avondale side as well as the
theJOOO block ofDanaAvenue was Norwood side of campus," said Stuinv,o.lved in a verbal exchange with dent Government Association
the non-students on September 11. president, senior Andy Gibson ..

The incidents appear to be tinprovoked, and the group of nonstudents has typically only engaged in a confrontation when they
have the advantage of numbers.

"Don't walk offcampus - take.
shuttles. Ifyou see an
altercation:, don't get
involved. .. Call the
police immediately. "
-Andy Gibson
SGA President

The Xavier students involved in

the incidents took the issue to officials. ·
"The administration, the Campus Police, and Cincinnati Police
have been working extensively
well with the resid.ents," Gibson
said.
Gibson and the residents met
with Xavier President ·Fr. Michael
Graham, S.J. on Sept. 16, to discuss
the situation. Another meeting took
place on Sept. 20, with a group of
administrators and SGA officers.
A letter from Fr. Graham was released to the public explaining the
situation.
"The letter is to address rumors
and centralize what's fact and fietion, and where to go from here,"
Gibson said.
The Cincinnati Police Department and Campus Police have been
investigating the incidents and

have initiated an undercover operation and a 38-officer sweep of
the area.
CPD has questioned several
non-students including the alleged
ringleader, but have not found any
indication of the incidents being
gang-related activity.
University officials have been
working closely with the students
to help them reach a safe solution
to the problem.
Many of the students have since
moved out of their residences on
Dana Avenue into other houses near
campus or into on-campus apartments.
"What the president and the administration has done to stand up
for and protect the students is
Xavier University walking the walk
of its mission statement about being for its students," Gibson said.

Boots horior deaths in Iraq
BY TARA DIXON
Senior News Writer
The Xavier Theology Department in conjunction· with the Intercommunity Justice and Peace
Center has brought an exhibit to
campus to highlight the cost of war
in Iraq. Eyes Wide. Open: the Human Cost of War in Iraq is a traveling exhibit that memorializes the
lives lost as a result of the war.
·The exhibit was on campus
Sept. 20-22. More than 1,000 pairs
of boots were displayed on the Aca. demic Mall to represent eaoh US
soldier killed.
· The boots are grouped by state
and are labeled with each soldier's
name, age, rank and home state. '
The exhibit also includes civilian shoes to represent the Iraqi .civilian lives lost in the war, and a
Wall of Remembrance listing 600
Iraqis, with their age and cause of
death.
·
In addition to the presentation·
on the Academic Mall, there was a
display inside the library that presented words, sounds and images
of the war.
The exhibit was designed by the

American Friends Service Committee, a Quaker organization promoting international social justice.
Eyes Wide Qpen was on display
in Boston during the Democratic
National Convention and in New
York City during the Republican
National Convention, as well as in .
Philadelphia on Independence Day
and in Washington, D.C. over Memorial Day weekend.
. "It was created in Chicago. It
was·exhibited in Federal Plaza after we passed 500 deaths in Iraq,
and it was exhibited again in Chicago when we reached 1,029
deaths," said Marq Anderson, the
Advance Coordinator of the exhibit.
"The purpose of it is to begin a
dialogue that people ~an engage
in to discuss the consequences of shortcut by the US government and
war in Iraq and to cause people to we were misled about weapons.of
realize the cost of war in terms of · mass destruction, about danger to
· hum.an loss, both American and Americans, about the whole situa. tion in general. As a consequence,
Iraqi.
"It is also to open people's eyes th~ US is· jn graver danger than beto the consequences of war, and re- fore and has managed to spawn a
affirm the Quaker value that there whole new generation of terrorists,"
are other ways to solve disputes, he said. · ·
The exhibit was designed to
such as diplomacy," Anderson said.
"The diplomatic efforts. were highlight the deaths ·of American
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soldiers and Iraqi civilians, and also
to encourage US people to understand the consequences of the war
in Iraq.
"We hope to convey the message that the war is wrong, the war
is costly, that w_e should not be in
It:aq, that we should never have
been in Iraq, and to look at what
we've done so we don't repeat the
same mistakes in the future by act-

ing on the whim of the government," Anderson said.
The Eyes Wide Open exhibit has
traveled to more than 40 cities.
After completing its presentation at Xavier, it will travel to Dayton, Toledo, Pennsylvania, and
Florida prior to the upcoming elections, and will conclude its tour near
the second anniversary of the start
of the war in March 2005.
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BRIEFS Xavier voters rock MTV's traveling tour

Meg Nalezny & John ·Thomas,
Editors
News Room: 745-3122

JENNIFER DOWNING
Contributing Writer

newswire-news@xavier.edu
12&~4"'*~~m;n~~~Ut·11l

A caravan of MTV tour buses
visited Xavier's campus on September 15 in an effort to better educate
student voters prior to the Nov. 2
presidential election.
With performances by aspi_ring
musical artists in front of the Cintas
At 8 p.m. tomorrow in room Center, MTV attempted to deliver a
103 of Albers Hall, the South non-partisan message about the im·
Asian Society will be holding its portance of voting.
The
tour
set
up
several
voter
regfirst meeting of the year. There
will be snacks provided, and ev- istration stations,. providing free
eryone is welcome. For more in- items such as MTV Rock the Vote
formation,
please e-mail· stickers, buttons arid key-chains.
Each sponsor ofMTV's Rock the
XU _SAS@hotmail.com.
Vote, including Sunkist, Ben and
Jerry's, Motorola, Cingular Wireless
and America Online, had booths
that offered stl!dents free food, Tshirts, games, or promotions.
Additionally, College Democrats, College Republicans and the
At 7 p.m. Thursday in Kelley University Patriots provided party
Aditorium, two world-renowned information and support for candiexperts on the situation in Iraq will dates.
speak. Retired State Department
official Greg Thielmann and Iraqi
nationalist Adeed Dawisha, who
represent two sides of the debate
over the invasion oflraq, will meet
and discuss the issue. For more information,
contact
· the
I
Brueggeman Center at 745-3922.

South Asian
Society holds first
meeting of the year

"The Question of
Iraq: Past, Present
and Future"

Dance the night
away with Salsa
.. Caliente ·
The Romero Center is hosting
a Latin Dance at 9 p.m. this Friday in. Cintas Center Banquet
Room 2. Admission is $3 per guest
which will be donated to charity.
Show up early for salsa lessons,
and then dance the night away to
the music of band Salsa Caliente.
For more information, call 7452872.

Big-screen showing
of Troy sponsored
bySAC,GSC
Attend a drive-in movie (minus the cars) at l 0 p.m. Friday on
the Greenspace. Student Activities Council (SAC) and Gallagher
Student Center· (GSC) will cosponsor a showing of the movie
. "Troy" open to all students. Contact SAC offices at 745-3534 for
more information.

C.S. Lewis and
Freud on "The
Question of God"
Xavier will host a dialogue at
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Cintas Center. Excerpts will be shown from
"The Question of God," aPBS series which examines the thoughts
of Sigmund Freud and C.S. Lewis
on the question. A discussion led
by community engagement specialist Peter Block will follow. For
more information, contact the
Brueggeman Center at 745-3922.

Speakers graced the stage be~
tween the musical acts of Future
Leaders of the World, Dan Dryer,
Wyld Bunch and Tyler Hilton.

'.14. rep .from the bus
tour told me we.
registered a record
number of people
250.,,
-Alex Kenney
Sophomore

These speakers included Presi~
dent Michael J. Graham, S.J., representatives from the College Democrats and College Republicans, SGA ·
PresidentAndy Gibson, and University Patriots President, Alex Kenney.
. Gibson and Kenney, both instrumental in bringing Rock the Vote
to XU, were pleased with the turn-

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRISTINA BLUST

Musical artist Dan Dyer, one of the acts brought to Xavier by MTV's
Rock the Vote, entertains students with his performance.

out of the event.
· Gallagher Student Center.
''A rep from the bus tour told me
College Republicans are hold~
we registered a record number of
people - 250. There's no way to
know for sure, but he estimated that
about 2,000 students came to the
event," said Kenney.
Kenney, ·with the assistance of
Gibson, said he began plannirig for
Rock the Vote in April.
A series of election related
events; called XYOU DECIDE, will
follow in suit.
Kenney and Gibson did not orchestrate the entire event singlehandedly.
-Alex Kenney
· · Kenney said that Rock the Vote
Sophomore
was made possible with the support
...
of SGA, Father Graham, Residence
Life and the Offlc~ of Student Sue- ingtheir.meetings.at9:30 p.m. on
. cess and Re~ention, who pr~vided Tuesdays, in Kelley Auditorium in
security, catering and other facili- Alter Hall.
ties for the event.
.
The University Patriots will
. Because the· upcoming election meet bi-weekly, but no schedule
is expected to be close, Xavier's stu- is pr~pared yet. For more informaPHOTO COURTESY OF CHRISTINA BLUST
dent body is encouraged to stay in- tion ont the University Patriots
Club, contact Alex· Kenney at
A Xavier student looks puzzled as she takes a few minutes out of formed about candidates.
College Democrats meet at 8 p.m. x8720.
her day to stop and fill out a voter registration form.
on Mondays in roo!D 250 of the

"There's no way to
know for sure, but
[an MTV representativej estimated that
about 2, 000 students
came to the event"

I

Police Notes.
September 14, 5:30 p.m. -A
student reported the driver-side
window of his car shattered by a
pellet gun in the F&W Woodburn
Avenue Lot.

September 18, 9:30 p.m. -A
student reported the theft of a
credit card and cash from an
unlocked room in Kuhlman Hall.

September 14, 8:30 p.m.-Several
non-students using the band room
in Edgecliff Hall without proper
authorization were' escorted off
campus

September 19, 2:20 a.m.Campus Police investigated a
report of two students preparing
to fight in front of Kuhlman Hall.

September 16, 1:30 a.m. -A
student was assaulted by 2-3 nonstudents outside of Soupie's Bar.
September 17, 4: 15 a.m. -A
student was robbed at gunpoint on
the corner of Williams Avenue and
Carter Avenue in Norwood.
September 17, 11:45 p.m. Campus Police and Cincinnati Fire
and Rescue evaluated an underage student in one of the residence halls for possible l!-lcohol
poisoning.
September 18, 11 :20 a;m.-,.. A
student reported that.Ii glass fire
extinguisher case
the third floor
of the C:::oriunons Apartments had
been shattered.
· ··

on

September 19, 2:25 a.m. Campus Police and Norwood
Police investigated a report of a
group of students and a group of
non-students fighting on the
corner of Montgomery Avenue
and Hudson Avenue.

Golfing for a cure
SHANE GLEASON
Contributing Writer

Xavier's 15th annual Fenwick
Open golf outing will take place at
1:30 p.m. this Saturday on Pebbie
Creek Golf Course.
Every year the Student Government Association sponsors this
event and donates the proceeds to
charity.
Just like last year, the proceeds
w,ill benefit the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation of Cincinnati, which is
dedicated fo aiding those with the
disease and striving for a cure.
According to SGA Administrative Vice President Joe Van Deman,
"We knew that two members of the
freshman class had cystic fibrosis
and we thought that maybe our support of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation last year might be a reason they
chose Xavier. We wanted to show
them thatwe care about their condition."
. Cysti9 fibrosis, or CF, affects one
in every 3",900 babies bomin North
America, plaguing. these children
with frequent lung infections, mucus that clogs the lungs, difficulty
in digestion and an average life expectancy of 33 years.
The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
·is the r~cipierit of the proceeds from

the Fenwick Open, which averaged around $4,000 for a second
straight year.
A variety of door prizes will
start what promises to be ari eventful day of golf, food and socializing. Lunch will. be provided by
Subway and dinner will be catered
by Qutback Steakhouse.
The event. will be followed by
ari awards ceremony culminating
in the Circle of Honor Award.
This award is given annually
to a member of the Xavier Community who has provided a remarkable level of service to the students of Xavier.
Unfortunately for any avid golfers and hungry Xavier students,
the event has reached .its 144
golfer limit faster than any time in
the fifteen year history of ~he
Fenwick Open~
For more information regarding
the Cystic Fibrosis foundation, .
visit the organization's Web site
at www.cff.org.
·
.
Donations are always appreciated, and they can be made via the
SGA by printing out a registration
form from :www.xu.edu/sga/
student%20form.doc ·.and checking· the "charitable contribution"
box.
·
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Freshmen take the
weekend off

Tutu offers inside look
at African AIDS crisis
necessary treatment. The statistics,
says Tutu; are staggering and call
for urgent action.
Reverend Tutu stressed necessary improvements, not only in increasing the prevalence of AIDS
testing, but also in informing people
of how the virus is contracted and
can be prevented.
Counseling is another way to
create a behavioral change and stop the spreading of the deadly disease,
· according· to Tutu.
Rev. Tutu also pointed out the
problem of children who are orphaned by AIDS, as well as those
born with the disease, and those
who contract it through breast-feeding.

MEGAN MATIHEWS
Contributing·Writer

Reverend Mpho A. Tutu gave a
· speech entit.led "Nurturing Hope in
the Face of the AIDS Crisis in Africa" on Sunday at the Cintas Center.
She is the daughter of Anglican
Archbishop Emeritus of Capetown
and Nobie Peace Prize Laureate
Desmond Tutu.
.
After opening with·prayer, Reverend Tutu spoke of the triumph
over apartheid in South Africa.
She emphasized the crucial support provided by Americans in that
process.
She urged that Americans use
the same enthusiasm and commitment address the current global crisis of HIV/AIDS.
She stated that although the
"whole world isn't infected, the
whole is affected."
However, with the statistics drastically increasing, the continent of
Africa is in danger of complete infection.
She also expressed concern
InAfrica, HIV/AIDS kills 6,000 about rape incidents leaving young
people every day. It is especially girls infected throughout Africa.
"This.is a grave matter that can
tragic since the di~ease is both preventable and treatable. Out of the not afford to be ignored. United
4.1 million African AIDS patients, States citizens are in a crucial posi· only 50,000 are receiving the nec- .ti on in overcoming this crisis," Tutu
said.
·
·
·
'
essary drtigs.
Many public figures have begun
Globally, less than half of the
$10.5 billion proposed each year to answer the call for action.
Bono, the lead singer ofU2, coto fight AIDS is spent.
Only two percent of AIDS pa- founded an informational program
tients in Africa have access to the Debt, AIDS, Trade, Africa (DATA). ·

In Africa, HIV/
AIDS kills 6, 000
people every day.
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.beneficial no matter who you are
or where you are in life."
Generally, students thought that
This past weekend some freshmen decided to step back, take a GetAway met Carpinello's goals.
"I had a great time on GetAway
deep breath, and have a little careand, after going, would definitely
less fun.
140 firstyear students attended recommend any retreats sponsored
GetAway, a retreat not designed for by Campus Ministry," said freshspiritual development, but as an man Jeff McMurray, who went on
opportunity to "get away" from the retreat.
"I met a lot
campus.
of really interAt the retreat,
esting people I
led ·by upperwouldn't have
classmen, stuotherwise met,
dents shared
got closer to the
their experiences
ones I already
at Xavier, evaluknew, and had
ated their college
the opportunity
lives, and conto hang out
sidered future
ts
endeav·ors.
with some great
upperclassmen
"I think most
first year stustudent lead..:. . Greg Carpinello
ers,'' he said.
dents are still
Campus Minister
Campus
looking to meet
new people a
Ministry will
month into their college careers. be offering a wide variety of retreats ·
GetAway gives them the chance to throughout the year, including Jourdo that," said Greg Carpinello, a ney, a spiritual retreat for freshmen;
campus minister at Xavier.
Approach, a spiritual retreat for
"I also think they're tjing to sophomores, juniors, and seniors;
create a new way of life here at and Encounter, a "follow up" to
Approach.
Xavier."
All in all, Carpinello says that
Carpinello also feels that the
weekend allows freshmen to learn GetAway was a success.
what opportunities are available to
"I've been impressed by this
them.
·
year's incoming class so far. Very
· "GetAway is a great venue for high energy," he said, "Very eniis to-show first year students what gaged with the opportunities
Campus Ministry is all about," he around them."
For more information, visit the
said.
"We want both first year students Campus Ministry website at
and the rest of the student body to www.xu.edu/campus_ministry/
know that our oroirrammine: can be retreats.htm.
Contributing Writer

He actively speaks out regarding this crisis along with Colin
Powell, Tony Blair, and Ashley
Judd.
Organizations such as the Global Aids Alliance and United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS
(UNAIDS) are working toward the
goal of $12 billion for 2005 to fight
AIDS.
Reverend Tutu urged Xavier
voters to find out the stance of
presidential candidates as well as
those of state senators and representatives, and their plans for fonding and support relating totheAIDS
crisis in Africa.
If they wish to promote positive
change regarding this issue, Reverend Tutu encourages individuals
to write to these political leaders
and ask them to vote to increase
funding and pass bills focused on
diminishing this epidemic.
According to Reverend Tutu, a
donation of time devoted to diminishing the negative stigma surrounding AIDS can be extremely
beneficial;
·
A donation of money to help
provide medication and services for
those in need is also a way to help.
Reverend Tutu concluded her
talk by stating her belief that "only
together do we stand· a. fightiir,g
chance."
- 1- • :.
Further information on the AIDS
cns1s
is
available
at
www. keepachildali ve. com,
www.data.org,
and
www.globalaidsalliance.orp;.

"GetAway is a great
venue for us to show
first year students·
what
Campus
. all
Ministry
about. "
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The Xavier Student Senate will vote on the following proposed resolution Monday, September 27, 2004.

We encourage you to come to our meeting, and give us your input during public forum. If you have any questions about
this proposed resolution, stop by the Senate office (Gallagher, 210), and speak to Senators during their office hours.
William Arthur Buckley It/, Senate Coordinator

-~--~M~ldil~

WHEREAS it is the responsibility of the Association President to appoint all upper-class members of the Board of
Elections before the first day of classes of the fall semester; and
WHEREAS the President is also responsible for publicizing Board of Elections vacancies to all Xavier students; and
WHEREAS Andrew Gibson, the 2004-2005 Student Government President, appointed the Board of Elections
senior members over two weeks past this deadline; and
WHEREAS he advertised the open Board of Elections' positions to his exclusive selection of students; and
WHEREAS his negligence of these Presidential duties and his ignorance of the Election Code reflect poorly on the
Association; and
WHEREAS this negligence and incompetence will cause the first-year senators to miss one Senate meeting; and
WHEREAS his exclusive Board selections contradict Student Government's mission to serve all students; and
WHEREAS it is the responsibility of the Student Senate to inform students of the decisions of the Association; and
WHEREAS the Student Senate is also responsible for reprimanding the Executive of the Student Government Association; and
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that because Student Senate and the Executive serve as separate entities, Student Senate exonerates itself from these mistakes and places blame on the Association President Andrew Gibson;
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this resolution expresses Student Senate's loss of confidence in Andrew Gibson
as Association President; and
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that if Andrew Gibson repeats these or other mistakes of negligence, dereliction of
duty, or gross incompetence in the performance of his office, or other actions that discredit the Association, he will
be removed from office.
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I was asked by a friend earlier this week if there
was anyway I could find a good dish for vegetarians
to make. Not being a vegetarian myself, I decided
to surf the web and see what I could find. This is
what I came up with from www.yumyum.com:

Andy Clark

INGREDIENTS:
0

l : >?Bf.it0.p1b~f 29th,

..·.l

1 Ginger, fresh 1/2" piece
1 pn Asafoetida, crushed

! i~i ~!~~~: iiff!d
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1 1/2 lb Small Potatoes
2 md Onions
3 Garlic cloves
3 tb Vegetable oil
Salt, to taste
1 c Peas
1/2 ts Cumin seeds

INSTRUCTIONS:
Cook the potatoes until tender. Peel and set aside. In the
container of a blender or food processor, mince together the
onions, garlic and ginger. In a large heavy-bottomed skillet over
medium heat, warm the oil. Add the asafoetida (if used) and
cumin. When spices darken (1 to 2 seconds) add the minced
onion mixture and saute until browned (about 12 minutes). Add
the salt, cayenne, tumeric and tomatoes and cook until they
soften (about 5 minutes). Add the peas and water; reduce the
heat to low, cover and cook for 5 minutes. Halve the cooked
potatoes if they seem too large. Add them to the pan and cook
covered for another 5 minutes. Mix in the garam mosala just
before serving.
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Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Avea
*Free Heat & Water
*\Valk to Campos
*Cable/Dish Hook·u.P
*Air..conditioning
*Parking

NOW leasing

$340and up
Manager: Art 513~961·3786
Office: 474-5093

DAT

MCAT*

GRE

Take a free practice test with Kaplan and
find out how you'll score before Test Day!

Oct. 13th - NKU; Oct. 23rd - UC

Enroll today!

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/practice
Test Prep and Admissions
•Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

&Provident
Bank

Personal Approach Prmien Results.
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EDITORIAL -

''Unsafe'' campus?
Over the past two weeks our campus has been consumed with rumors, fear and speculation about the
attacks-on students on DanaAvenue.
All of a sudden Xavier's campus bas
become a microcosm for post-9/11
America. Every day instead of a
CIA briefing on the terror threat
level, we get rumors in your 10:30
a.m. class about who saw the "gang"
last and when they're going to strike
next.
While some
students have unfortunately been
forced to move
from their homes,
the landscape of
the campus has
not changed as
much as it would
seem. Xavier has
always ?een, in
. recent history at
least, a bubble
wedged between
C inc inn at i,
E vans ton ,
Norwood, and
North Avondale.
These are not neeessarily "bad"
neighborhoods,
but compared to
the 24-hour security of Xavier's

incidents on Dana Avenue and the
recent reports of attacks on students
in Norwood are the byproducts of
the inevitable tension that comes
from. very different communities
attempting· to coexist.
However, simply because these
incidents have subsided for the
moment, and police have apprehended an individual believed to
be the "ring leader" of the non-students responsible
for the Dana Avenue attacks, it
does not mean
students should
be any less careful. ·
Also, just because it is generally safer being
on campus than

fcesent...

· Va/;J ID

°"'Jjor.
P/e.~fed.

.Skirt

~

-~

v-·-----

d

The inci en ts on
Dana Avenue and the venturing. off,
.
does not mean
recent reports ofattacks that students
• should be comOn
Students
in pletely
un· d
h guarded when
Norwoo
are t e traveling the
b1itJroducts .o+. the Acad.emic · .~nd
./ r.
.
'}
R e s 1 d e n t ta l
inevitable tension that Malls. Overall,
.
.
.
we're on a very
comes fro·m very well-protected
dijfi
·
. . campus, but the
i erent communities recent attack on a
attemtJtinu to coexist. female. student in;~,

campus, they are
just as unsafe as
T
o
any other neighborhood.
Many students considering coming to Xavier look at the brochures
and admissions materials and see
how safe and happy Xavier's campus is. In actuality, this is true. You
can look at the police notes in the
Newswire and see that most incidents on campus usually involve
intoxicated sophomores setting
stuff on fire. The fact of the matter
is that safety will always be a concern in venturing off campus. The
Editor in Chief & Publisher
Managing Editor
Business.Manager
Advertising Manager
Advertising Assistant
Adviser
Campus News Editors

ing lot shows that
even within the Xavier bubble, we
are not always as secure as it may
seem.
Common ·sense and responsibility will always be one's best defense
when wandering from point A to
point B at night. Xavier students
can maintain their personal safety
simply by realizing that once you
leave the comfort of the Greenspace
or the Clock Tower Lounge, you are
entering a world with slightly different rules than the Xavier bubble.
DANIEL COX
LISA DEGENHART
MOLLY BAYER
ELIZABETH ARNETT
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Dave Gilmore, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-287~ .
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Xavier cross
country finishes
strong
The Xavier University men's
and women's cross country teams
finished third and fifth place on
Friday afternoon at the National
Catholic Championships.
The men's team finished with
139 points and third out of 30 total teams. The women's team
scored 199 points to finish fifth
out of 31 teams.
"Five of our nine runners on the
men's side had never competed in
an SK race, this is by far the best
race that a team at Xavier has put
together," said men's coach, Steve
' Nester.

Musketeer athletes
earn weekly
conference award

.....;i

SPORTS.

week of SEPTEMBER 22, 2004

Xavier University student-athletes Kate Duchek, Amanda Brown
and Ben Milroy each earned Atlantic IO Conference weekly honors for their efforts in leading their
respective teams to strong finishes
in weekend competition.
Volleyball 'player, Duchek, was
named the MVP of the Blue Demon Invitational over the week. end and set a career-high mark in
kills after tallying 23 in XU's
match against DePaul.
She ended the week with 73
kills, a .404 hitting percentage, 20
digs, 11 blocks, and six'aces. ·
Brown was named A-10
Women's Cross Country Rookieof-the -Week after posting the fastest time of 18:53 in the SK of her
fledgling career..
Milroy was named A-IO Men's
Cross Country Rookie-of-theWeek after he finished with the
fourth-fastest time of26:01 among
freshmen and 25th place overall
among the field of 231 runners at
the National Catholic Championships.

Xavier's golf teams
heat up at
invitationals
The Xavier men's golf team finished in a tie for seventh with Texas
A&M this weekend at the Notre
Dame Invitational.
At the end of three-round.ii, the
men's team finished with a total
score of 896. The men's team will
return to the links on Oct. 3, at the
Memphis Iptercollegiate.
The Xavier. women's golf team
shot a three-round total of980 this
weekend and fini,shed 14th in tlie
Mary Fossum Invitational.
The Musketeers will return on
Friday, for the first round of the
·Jeannie McHaney Invitational
hosted by Texas Tech University.

THEXLINE
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Volleyball. dismantles
Blue Demons in windy city
BY CASEY WELDON
Sports Writer

Chicago must be the Xavier
volleyball team's type of town, as
the Musketeers stormed in to capture the Blue Demon Invitational
in the Windy Ci~y.
The Musketeers secured victory
by defeating a determined tournament host, the DePaul Blue Demons
15-13, in the fifth game of a back
and forth shootout. The victory
was Xavier's first of the five game
variety.
The week saw Xavier click on
all cylinders; as a trio of juniors
from the Muskie squad were named
to the All-Tournament team. The
threesome of Jordan Brightwell,
Carley Horvath and Kate Duchek
were crucial in each of the three
games during the tournament.
Brightwell was named as the
Most Valuable Libero of the tournament, while teammates Horvath
and Duchek collected career highs
in kills during the weekend.
Horvath matched her career
high of 15 kills in victories over
Western Illinois and in the Championship game versus DePaul.
Duchek also set her career high
versus the Blue Demons, collecting 23 kills during the co~test.
The presentation of the tourney
championship to the Musketeer
players capped off an impressive
week which saw XU roll to an unblemished 4-0 record (3-0 in the
tournament).
· The impressive weeklong performance has the Musketeers over
the .500 mark for the first time since
the second match of the season at
6-5 .
With the victories, head coach
Floyd Deaton now sits just a couple
victories shy ofTeaching number
300 for his career.
Preseason favorites to walk
away with the Atlantic IO Conference· title, the. Muskies struggled
out of the blocks, enduring losing
streaks Of two and three games and
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Junior Carley: Horvath (3) and Sophoi:nore Erica Kaczorowski (14) lead the way as the Musketeers
charge off the court. Xavier won the Windy City Invitational this past weekend in;Chicago. ·

a 2-5 recordto start offtlie season.
The Championship game versus
DePaul saw both teams struggle back
'··and forth all contest long; cuhriinating in a five game thriller that happened to fall the Musketeers' way,
on Saturday night.
Behind the career days ofDuchek
and Horvath, Xavier saw numerous
players perform to milestone levels.
Sophomore Danielle Skrajewski
. posted her third double-double with
. 17 kills- and 21 digs, while Martin
collected 62 assists.
Martin has m;>w surpassed 500
'assists on the season, and stands 95
short of second place on Xavier's alltime list.
After jumping out to a i0-10 tie
to open up the first game of the
· match, Xavier utilized a 20-12 run
to build momentum toward their
vicotry.

The confidence of the· Muskies ~the aforementioned Horvath, the
was short lived, however.
Musketeers cruised to a four game
The second game saw Xavier hit · victory.
.
more kills thari the Blue Demons,
fa their lone non-tournament
only to come up on the losing end. · contest Wednesday night, Xavier
Victory was never a sure thing destroyed an overmatched Wright
during the match, as it took a State team in front of the faithful·
Horvath winner to secure the match Cintas Center.
of the Muskies in game five.
. Xavier's Martin and Brightwell
In theif second game of the tour- were two standouts for the Musnament and first of two games on keteers. Martin collected 45 aschampionship Saturday, Xavier had · sists~ ~bile Jordan Brightwell
their way with a seemingly awe- · kriocked home her then sixth
struck Eastern Illinois team.
match with.double digit digs;
In their tournament opener on
The then 1-7 Wright State team
Friday, Xavier had a inore difficult. managed just one game in which
time against Western Illinois than it they managed to collect 20 points,.
did their eastern counterpart,. but in .· and managed just 14 in the openthe end the oµtcome was. still the . ing stanza.
same.
The Musketeers will return to
Utilizing· career highs by Astyn action this weekend with a: pair of
Borland (23 kills); Skrajewski (22 road matches versus Marshall and
digs), and Martin (74 assists), aswell Louisvilie.

Games to Watch

9/25
vs. Dayton
(Xavier Soccer Complex)

9/26
vs. Butler
(Xavier Soccer Complex)

9/25
· at Louisville
(Louisville, Ky.)

7:00p.m.

l:OOp.m.

2:oop.r11.

9/25
Greater Louisville Classic
(Louisville, Ky.)
12:00p.m.

·This Weekend: Women's golf at Jeannine McHaney Invitational' (Lubbock;· Texas), Women's.
tennis at Bowling Green ln~itational {Bowling Green, Ohi~), Men's. soccer at Cleveland State
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Dave Rants
'Mellow on the yellow'
BY DAVE GILMORE
Sports Editor

Did you· sign up to write for us
a~ Club Day?
Did you forget to sign up but
still want to write?
KEEP THIS DATE OPEN:
October ·2nd
10:00 am
Location ·TBA
Contact Dan at·x3607 or.
newswire@xavier.edu with questions.

I hate making snap judgments
about people. We all do, at least I
think so. The problem is that I do it
all the time, and I'm sure I'm not
alone.
When I came back to campus in
August, I was assaulted with a visual fluiry of yellow flashes all
around me.
Was this a dream? Had I eaten a
bad cheeseburger? Was yellow the
new platinum?
No, it turns out everyone was
just living so strong it nearly killed
me.
Yes, I'm referring to the yellow
"Live Strong" bracelets that have
been donned- by celebrities and
college students alike since early
June.
Before you go ripping that rubt i her band off your wrist and cursing
rcme, -let me say first·offthat yes, I
myself did own and wear one for
quite some time.
Back in June I was with my
friends from home in Bethany
Beach, Delaware.
While there's not much to do in
Delaware other than go to the
beach, we did manage to hit up the
one thing the Delaware shore has
going for it: outlet shopping.
At NikeTown, I picked up a
cheap pair of kicks and while
checking out, the girl said "do you
want a bracelet to benefit the Lance
Armstrong Foundation? It's only a
dollar."
Now, I don't know where you
come from, but I've learned that
when ~omeone tells you something
is only a dollar, you nod politely
and fork over the Washington, no
matter what it may be.
So for the next couple weeks I
wore the goofy bracelet that sticks
out like a sore thumb.
I was the first of my friends to
get one so I figured, "What better
way to show my superiority than
wear a yellow rubber bracelet."

Once the Tour de Lance was
over, I ditched the wrist adornment
and gave it to my 13-year old sis-·
ter, who most likely turned it into a
boondoggle key chain or something.
The point of this whole story, if
there is any, is that I was pretty
quick to snicker at people wearing
the "Live Strong" bracelets.
I guess it kind of comes with the
territory of doing anything that is
en vogue.
I guess I'm also one of those
people with the "I did it first and
now its not cool anymore" mentality. That's just how I roll.
Seriously though, I've realized
now that those goofy bracelets becoming the ·~mmer's must-have
item is probably a good thing after
all.
You see, amidst the fashion and
culture craze of the whofo yellow
bracelet phenomenon is actually a
good cause.
The proceeds from the bracelets
go directly to the Lance Armstrong
Foundation, which provides funding for cancer research and treatment.

PHOTO COURTESY AP

John Kerry, living very strong.
Armstrong's perseverance and
triumph over life-threatening testicular cancer is truly one of the
greatest sports stories of our time.
Armstrong not only overcame
cancer and lived (which doctors
told him was less than probable) he·
went on to win six consecutive Tour
de France cycling races.
If you're a "Live Strong" hater,
say what you will, but there's no
way you can be "pro-cancer."
If yellow is not your color, if you
have weak wrists, or you are allergic to rubber, I can understand hating on the bracelets.
But if you're like I was and you're
just an idiot, leave the yellow bracelets be.

Did you know?
Today there are nearly 19 million
people living with cancer. The Lance
Armstrong.Foundation focuses on
the needs of people living with,
througfl and beyond ·cancer~ Live
Strong .braclets can l:>e purchased at
www.livestrong.org. ·
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'Sky Captain' and the wo:rld of mediocrity

Jimmy Dillon, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878

JUDE LAW AND GWYNETH PALTROW STAR IN THE FIRST FLOP OF THE FALL SEASON

~~~~

Art exhibitions
at Aronoff Center
The Cincinnati Arts
Association's Weston Gallery in
the Aronoff Center for the Arts
presents "Sticks and Stones" and
"Forged Souls, Weathered Soles."
"Sticks and Stones" is a sitespecific installation by Gary
Gaffney created from painted and
manipulated tree limbs and found
objects. It also involves the placement of inscribed rocks with
thoughtful messages situated
prominently in exterior public settings.
"Forged Souls, Weathered
• Soles" is a mixed media installation focusing on the dilemma of
the African Diaspora.
The gallery is open from 10
a.m.-5:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday and noon-5 p.m. on Sunday.
More information can be found
at www.cincinnatiarts.org/weston.

'Tuelfth Night' at
Playhouse
· The Playhouse in the Park presents William Shakespeare's romantic comedy, "Twelfth Night."
The play involves a complex
love triangle between Duke
Orsino, Viola (who is masquerading as a man, Cesario) and Countess Olivia.
"Twelfth Night" runs through
Oct. 8.
For showtimes and ticket information, visit their website at
www.cincyplayhouse.com or call
421-3888.

'The Exonerated' at
ETC
The Ensemble Theatre of Cincinnati presents the regional premiere of "The Exonerated."
The award-winning docudrama is a series of monologues
culled from 40 interviews with
former death-row inmates who
were eventually proven innocent
and released.
"The Exonerated" runs at the
ETC through Sept. 26.

Ahimsa Gallery at
Roselawn
TheAhimsa Gallery located at
the Roselawn Community Building is cipen through Saturday.
For the Ahimsa Gallery, artists
were invited to create work for an
exhibition of art to create positive
dialogue and reflect Roselawn's
desire to promote nonviolence.
Hours for the exhibit are 1- 8
p.m. today through Friday and 10
a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday.

BYJAY ARNS
Contributing Writer

Set in 1939, "Sky Captain and the
World of Tomorrow" tries to recreate the dreamy, comic book world
of yesteryear-when men were men
and dames mostly just got in the
way. Despite the old time charm of
its blurry cinematography and period fashions, this movie falls short
of earning the price of.admission.
When a squadron of gigantic flying robots attacks New York City,
reporter Polly Perkins (Gwyneth
·Paltrow, "The Royal Tenenbaums")
teams up with flying ace Joe
Sullivan (Jude Law, "Cold Mountain") to find out exactly what is
happening.
They come to find out that the
culprit is a certain Dr. Totenkopf eerily represented from beyond the
grave by archive footage of Sir
Laurence Olivier ("Clash of the Titans") - and of course set out to try
and stop him.
Along the way the audience
meets Joe's nerdy, Q-like buddy Dex
(Giovanni Ribisi, "Boiler Room")
and Joe's adventure-seeking British
counterpart Franky (Angelina Jolie,
"Lara Croft: Tomb Raider").
The movie succeeds in achieving
the desired effect of a 1930s-era science fiction film. I'm sure that
somewhere some octogenarian is
tickled absolutely pink to relive his
or her youthful cinematic experi-!
ence.
However, much like those si:1me
movies, the script of this one never
gave these poor actors a chance. The
type of story that entertained in 1939
simply does not satisfy audiences of
today. There are the two notable exceptions of "Gone with the Wind"
and "The Wizard of Oz."
These have stood the test of time

.
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"Stick with me babe and I'll shoot this gun, bed Nicole Kidman in a mountain shack, be in five
other movies this year, and teach you a proper English accent:'
and have become true classics, but
it is important to bear in mfo.d that
their merits do not lie in their believability as science fiction. Even
"Oz," which is the nearer of the two
to that genre, does not rely on science for its appeal.
It seems that in those days good
science fiction was made better by
outlandish impossibility. However,
generally speaking the world has
advanced past the notions of that
time·:__ particularly in Germany.
Don't get me wrong, each actor
puts up a valiant effort. Law certainly is able to pull off the herojust-out-of-the-shower, love- 'emand-leave- 'em-but-find-true-loveanyway type. Ribisi and Jolie also
exhaust their reserves in making
their characters come to life.
The main fault, I'm afraid, lies
with Academy Award winner

Gwyneth Paltrow. Her performance idlat to say the.least. Her
trademark passion is absent. Although this might be intentional on
the part of writer/director Kerry
Conran, it nevertheless sucks out ·
of the film anything she could have
offered resembling personality.
This lacking female dynamic is
somewhat saved by Jolie's wisecracking, brazenly flirtatious
Franky. She is confident, adventurous and hot. Gwyneth Paltrow
is of course hot, but she fails to add
anything in the area of confidence,
adventurousness, or personality in
general.
· ence fiction is very much dependent
Some will argue that I'm being upon the society in which it is re-·
anachronistic - that I shouldn't ceived, and that we are a very difjudge an attempt to return to old ferent society than we were in. the
time cinema by today's standards 1930s.
of believability and depth of story.
Today we value believability and
To these I would respond that sci- truth more than simple· swashbuck. ling and hackneyed love stories. We
. . want ciur science fiction to be as true
as possible, to make us believe extraordinary things can realistically
happen, and, in a way, to scare us
with possibility.
True, Jules Verne's science fiction
· stories are still popular in our day.
However, I would point out that they
are held up as achievements of literature, not as shining examples· of
plausible science fiction.
Thus, to my detractors, I pose this
question: do you like the movie
based on its own merits, or simply
because it imitates a once popular
style?
In sum, this movie makes admi. rable stridestoward its goal oflooking back to a simpler cinematic era.
However, it does so at the cost of
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
"Excuse us, we were looking for the Styx/REO Speedwagon concert. Isn't this St. Louis?"
actually entertaining the audience.

live Wires

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before Sept. 21 ...
·Blind Boys of Alabama There Will Be Light (Virgin) ... Elvis Costello
The Delivery Man (Lost Highway) ... The Dwarves Must Die (Sympathy
for the Record Industry) ... Green Day American Idiot (Reprise) ... Brian
McKnight Gemini (Motown)· ... NOFX The Best Songs Ever Written (By
Us)(Epitaph) ... Vader The Beast(Metal Blade) ... VHS or BETA Night
on Fire (Astralwerks) ·
... all dates are tentative.
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Friday, Sept. 24
Goatwhore
@Bogart's

Friday, Sept. 24
Yo La Tengo
@ Southgate House

Saturday, Sept. 25
.Th~ Black ,Keys
@ Southgate House

Tuesday, Sept. 28
Johnny Lang
@Bogart's
.\
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·Music.to our ears:... :Cincinnati concert.venues
CONTRIBUTING WRITER-Tm
FAIR AND ASST. DIVERSIONS
.
. EDITOR TONY MCCOSHAM EXPLORE THE QUEEN CITY'S MUSIC SCENE
This.artide is part ofa month"long
series covering Cinciiznati'savailable ·
entertainment. Music stores, mµsic.
venues, movie theatres and locallyrun restaurantsare offeredfor whatever personal tastes one may have.
This week, We are featuring various
Cincinnati music venues.
BYTIM FAIRAND
TONY MCCOSHAM
Contributing Writer and Asst.
Diverions Editor

While Cincinnati isn't always the
biggest draw for some of the top name
musical acts, there are still a number
of quality places to catch some tunes.
Top·Cats
Located in a five block radius froin
almost all the other main music venues in Cincinnati is Top Cats (2~20
Vine St.). Featuring local ·bands, as
well as medium-famed national acts,
Top Cats'doesn't offi;:r much .more
than another option in where .to see
live music.
Although this venue isn't the best
place to see a band in Cincinnati, the
. atmosphere is more cozy than a big.ger place (such as Bogarts).
The range of bands an.d genres that
play at Top Cats is slightly more
spread apart than any other venue in ·
Cincinnati, which is· a definite plus.
Past appearances include national hip
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Newport's Southgate House sits perched atop its mount of Cincinnait music venue superiority.

and do your laundry while throwing down some shots.
This coin-op club/bar has several washers and dryers available
under the same roof as a stage,
which begs the question: Why?
Novelty is the nature of business,
especially when that business involves concerts in Cincinnati.
With the purchase of Bogart's by
conglomerate Clear Channel, along
with the vast number of live music
venues in Cincinnati, a creative
gimmick is afmost necessary to be
successful.
Another thing singular to
Sudsy's-Y,et far from being a gim-:' mick-is ~eir emphasis on local and
. [ : regional rock bands: The gerires that
have graced the grounds include everything from goth to grunge, with
sm:ne heavy metal for good measure.
Past bands include 0-Rama
from Richmond, Ind., The Wankers
from Ludlow, Ky., Crowning Apa~
thy from Maysville, Ky., and
Cincinnati's · own;
The
Greenhornes. As an outlet for lo. cal and regional bands, Sudsy
Malone's is a haven for those that
like to hear totally non-commercial
bands.
·
Be sure to visit on Monday
nights to get your friends hammered and then up on the microphone for Mary's Metal Mondays,
a karaoke night Even if your
friends aren't into heavy metal music, the clientele of the establishment is enough to make for a good
time.
So the next time that you have
the need to do some laundry and
some shots, be sure to load up on
the quarters and make your way to
Sudsy Malone's. You just might
meet the next big band to. blow up.

hop-phenomenon MC Paul Bar- local brews offered for a new taste.
man and regionally-acclaimed, There is almost always a cover, but
local turntablist outfit Animal that is the case with most venues in
Crackers.
Cincinnati. Entry is 18+, so you
· Although the stronger groups don't have to worry about bumpare mainly hip hop acts, there are ing into many high-schoolers.
a plethora of area metal bands that
· Sudsy Malone's
perform there.
Like other Cincinnati venues,
As one of the Midwest's most
the bar is quite pres~nt and offers famous live music venue~, Sudsy
a wide range of drink choices. M- Mal<?ne's (2626 Vine St.) offers the
though fine beers and imports most unique environment. to Watch
won't be found, there are several a great local or regional rock band-
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Feeling Connected~atXU?
Voice your opinion about
.campus.life issues and·

Have lunch to talk.with
Dr. Luther Smith
Assistant.Vice President of Student Life

Fridays at l:30pm
at the James E. Hoff Dining Center .

Call 74~..3202 by Wednesday It noon·
to make a reservation!·
• Lunch is
. free to tho~e. not on a mean plan

all played at the Southgate House.
You can also catch some old favorites like Guided by Vol:es and
Jonathan Richman.
But don't be.fooled, you can
find the most obscure of indie
bands at the Southgate House. This
mix of well and lesser known quality acts makes The Southgate
House perhaps the prime spot to
catch a live act.
While most headlining acts perform in the Ballroom, Junie's
Lounge on the. first floor features
honkytonk and rockabilly with
Straw Boss or Jerry King and the
Rivertown Ramblers on Thursdays.
You can also hop on up to the
second floor and check out the
Parlour which features some lesser
know acts.
Junie's Lounge and the Parlour
· come in handy when checking out
acts in the Ballroom because
Southgate shows are notorious for
starting late.
The Southgate's Ballroom possibly offers the most variety of
· viewing areas without sacrificing a
good view.
With its horse shoe balcony and
ample floor space, you can either
stand down at stage level or sit on
the balcony. But be warned, while
there are usually enough seats on
the balcony, arriving late to a
crowded show will most likely
mean standing.
And don't worry boozehounds,
both the Lounge and the Ballroom
offer full service bars (as well as a
nifty pitcher of free water).

Bogart's
Certainly the most publicized
and popular venue on Short Vine is
Clear Channel's very own, Bogart's
(2621 Vine St.). As with Top Cats
and Sudsy Malone's, parking can
be a bit scarce, so arrive early to
get a prime spot and avoid steep .>
parking rates or a long trek to the
show.
A larger hall than the Southgate
House, Bogart's gets some of the
bigger acts that come through town.
Although lately they seem to be
specializing in the odd combination
of Nu-Metal, Hardcore, and poppunk, they do tend to offer a variety of musicai genres. Whenever
Insane Clown Posse is on tour, you
can definitely count on a Bogart's
appearance.
Bogart's is also known throughout the city for offering band competitions such as the always popular High School Band Challenge,
so you might have to watch out for those' pesky high schoolers on some
nights out.
The Southgate House
The large size of Bogart's floor
Offering a more historical brand space certainly works to its advanof novelty is Newport's The tage in that it offers a very dynamic
Sm1thgate House.
atmosphere and vibe that increases
Dating ·back to the early 18th chances for a lively show from the
century and fabled as the birthplace performer.
of James Thompson, the inventor ·
While Bogart's does have a balof the "Tommy Gun,'' this quaint cony, unlike the Southgate House,
venue offers three performance it is relegated to the back of the hall
spaces for. a variety of local and and offers a relatively distant view national acts.
of onstage proceedings.
The Strpkes (before they· were
For a decent price, Bogart's proworshipped by Spin), Modest vides good sound quality for some
Mouse (before they got radio air- relatively big name actS.
play), and The Shins· (before they
And yes, there is a full bar with
were on ''The Gilmore Girls"} have several smaller beer stations.
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l also know how to rock, hard, with- ·
out, instruction manuals.

September 22
·Aw lawd, another Wednesday;
another week almost gofie. By
this point in the semester I'm sure
that mo~t of you are getting into
the lazy, lazy mentality where the
phrase, "The lazier the better."
comes into play at least once. Let
me be the first to congratulate
you. Welcome to college. I find
that acting as ifl was a famous musician helps ease this adjustment
as rockstars party every night and
rock and roll all day, or is it the
other way around? Regardless,
take plenty of ME time this week.
Those of you who aren't lazing
out, you'll probably need some
coffee or something right? Well
'you can grab a cup of joe, or jet
from the Sports Center Coffee Hour
after you work out ar_ound 3:30
p.m. Normally I'd tell you to drink
, the coffee prior to working out, but .
sillceyou're not lazy you're probably on another kind of stimulant,
so the coffee may kill you and I
can't have murder on my mind.
If that coffee is just getting you
tore up and you feel like you need
to do some really loud yelling and
slamming of fists, head over to the
Executive MBA classroom in
Hailstones where at 6:30 p.m. there
is going to be a Salary Negotiation Workshop. If you plan on
marrying either a sports star or a
musician, this is a good thing to
attend. Also in attendance should
be anyone who is planning on
marrying for money.
0

·SUNDAY
· September 26

Calm down at the.Xavier Clas- · .
sical Piano Series featuring Rich. ard Raymond at 2:30 p.m .. in the
Gallagher theatre. .
Go to church and pray.for Mojc>.

llltll~i•JA\1

scheduled for 9 p.m. i11 the Cintas
Center. I mean, I know.that there is
September 23
this huge "Latin !,.over" thing and
You know what, someday I'm
that they're supposed to be all hot
going to go to a PEP talk and sit
and stuff, but I had a Latin Lover
through it without sighing. Not this
and he was just too ~uch of a father
week though when the PEP talk will
figure.
September 27
begin at 10:30 a.m. in the CCLD
If the dance got you an hot and
Gee, let's see, what's going on
offices. Be there and be square.
bothered, cool off at the drive-in
So, I mean, I ·guess it had to hapmovie at 10 p.m. That's right, I said today? Oh, what's this, it's Avril
Named after a dish, Meat
pen eventually, but I didn't want it
it. There's going to be a drive in on Lavignes birthday! Yes! I mean, I
Loaf
rocks harder than thou.
to be me who dealt with it. Calenthe greenspace. What movie you love her music about as much as I
dar City is being forced to be po- to play dodgeball in gym class? ask? "Troy", I respo_nd, possibly the love rock and roll, which she has
Iitic_al. The war in Iraq has effected Then in high school it mean that worst book to movie translation ever, . influenced so much. God, thank
roughly everyone, except for like you w<;mld be heading to the local aside from some "Dirty Tricks 1-4". · you for rocking so hard Av!
How could I forget the other
probably those really rich people stadium to watch your friends battle . I mean, why does the onlyAjax in
that like drive Escalades or some- it out, man to man, amongst the roar the movie wield a war hammer? famous rocker who celebrates his
thing. Regardless, today at 7 p.m. of the crowd and the crashing of Don.'t get me wrong, war hammers birthday today? Meat Loaf Aday,
in Kelley there is going to be a dis- the pads. Yeah, thos~ Friday pad are sweet, but Ajax is not Thor. Any- you big moosie, happy birthday!
cussion entitled, "The Question of crashing games were the best. Ahh, way, check out the.film in yqur car, His name is Robert Paulson, h~s.
Iraq:'Past, Present and Future." I'm memories.
I assume that you'll be necking name is Robert Paulson, his name
actually supporting this discussion
Anyway, it's University time anyways so the plot doesn't even is Robert Paulson, his riame is Robsince it will have war supporters and now, so you need to be more seri- matter. You bunch of neckers you. ert Paulson, his name is Robert
Paulson, his name is Robert
protestors arguing in an enclosed ous. To help you with this there
Paulson.
space. I guess we'll see how peace- will be a Business and Industry
'
.
'
.
'
ful people can be when they get a · Career Xpo at 1:30 p.m. in the
September 25
brick in the face, and not just any Cintas Banquet rooms. Yes, they
brick, the brick of divergent politi- spelled it Xpo, and no, I have no
Friggin' awesome! Saturday
September 28
cal opinions, and that is one son of idea what it stands for. I assume it dudes! My dad let me borrow the
Merce.des
so
we're
totally
heading
a gun.
Got
questions? Clips from
is to be pronou_nced, "Chris-Po" in
.which case it.has something to do to the local university.this weekend! "The. Q·uestion of God: A diawith Chris, but I don't know who
If you're not, there's the Fenwick logue" will be' shown at 7 p.m. in
Open Charity ·Golf Outing begin- tlie Cintas Center. Qu~tions ·anhe or she is.
September 24
If Chrispo got you down or ning at 11 :30 a.m. at the Pebble swered. In closing, "We're the
Remember in grade school something, or if you just really love Creek Golf Course. I mean, I can't middle children of history, man." .
when Friday's meant that you got ~.Ricky Martin, there is a Latin Dance golf, but I sure play a mean pinball. Dr. Josh, only childing it out.

MONDA¥

SATURDAY

TUESDAY

FR.I DAY

For classifieds info, call Ann at 745-3561 or e-mail her at newswire-classifieds@xavier.edu

Help Wanted
Brinkley's Restaurant on Montgomery Road is hiring servers to
start as soon as possible. If interested, call Beth Wuestefeld at 3516000 or apply in person.
Part-time/occasional child
care needed for fun, five-year-old
child in Amberley Village.
Flexible hours to work around
your school schedule; both day
and evening hours available.
Call Beth at 351-9949.

...

Babysitter wanted for a
professor's baby in Madeira,
eight miles from campus.
Afternoons 1-6 p.m., 2-5 days
per week. Flexible. E-mail .
amatsonhyland@yahoo.com if
interested.

I

Educate for the Eart~ through a
state-wide environmental campaign. Seeking those committed
to safeguarding Ohio's natural
resources. _$875+/week. -FT/PT,
M-F, 2-10 p.m. Internships, great
for students. Fun, progressive
work environment. Call 221-2115
to interview.

Want to earn extra money by
taking surveys? It's free to join.
Make $3-$20 per survey. .Just go
to http://www.zses.com.

For Sale

Child care needed in Hyde Park
the second and fourth Monday of
2001 Mitsubishi Eclipse .
every month, 9:30 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. SPYDER, great condition, 5spd, ·
Pay is $1 O/hour. Call Helene at 321- new tires/ brakes, power all,
1291.
spoiler, Infiniti stereo, 73K miles,
$12,750
o.b.o. Cool car, need to .
Piano players wanted to teach
sell
for
tuition.
Call Emily at 474children in their horn.es. Teaching
experience not necessary, but must 3712.

have 5+ year~ of formal lessons.
Positions are year round and a
minimum of one year commitment
is required. Must have reliable
Cincinnati Youth Collaborative transportation. Pay is $19/hour
plus bonuses. Call Jeff at 459is .recruiting c.ollege students for
3069.
the Cincinnati's Opportunity and
College Help (C.O.A.C.H.)
Child care needed for two boys,
program. C.O.A.C.H. assists high
ages two and four, in Mt. Lookout.
school juniors and seniors. in
Wednesdays and Fridays, l1 :30
developing and pursuing longterm educational and career goals. a.m. - 3:30 p.m. $8/hour. Call
Helene at 321~1291.
Join our team if you ·enjoy
working with teens and can
GET PAID A GUARANTEED
commit 3-4 hours a week for the
school year. Orientation, training, $2,500 EVERY MONTH TO
START! International company
and a nominal stipend are pronow hiring people between the
vided. You must complete an
ages of 18 to 25 to work part~time!
application and provide a miniVisit www.coyfs.com/support.html
mum of two references. Call
for complete deta\ls.
Yolanda Hart at 621-2310.

Travel
Spring Break 2005- Travel ..
with STS,America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,,
Acapulc~, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
for group discounts. Information/
Reservations, 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

·

For Rent
3919 Rege~tAvenue. 3-4
bedroom. AC. Int~rnet Ready.
$1,000/month. Clo~e to campus:
Off-street parking/free laundry.
Call Alex at 256-0253.

Norwood- Renovated efficien.cies, one and two bedrooms, new
kitchens and tile baths, instant hot
water, built-in dress~rs, r~finished
hardwood floors, laundry, storage $300, $350, $475 + utilities. Call
Ben at 861-4111 if interested.

Hyde Park/East- 3 bedroom
apt., new _carpet and paint, off
street parking, washer and dryer
hookup. $880.00/month. Call
604-2931.
Norwood- 5 minutes from
campus, 3BR, IBA, total
remodeled Victorian home, hdwd
firs, CIA, lg yard. Discount rent
program available $925/MO.
Call 841-0049 for a viewing.

Forinform.ation on
display
ads, call
.Elizabeth
Arnett at

745-3561.

